On a machine running openSUSE Leap 15.1 with no Python 2 installed, "make check" fails on a very recent SHA1 like so:

### Description

The following tests FAILED:

- 6 - run-tox-mgr-insights (Failed)
- 7 - run-tox-mgr-ansible (Failed)
- 8 - run-tox-mgr-orchestrator_cli (Failed)

The logs look like so:

```
4/170 Test   #6: run-tox-mgr-insights ......................***Failed   0.40 sec
[...]
tox: error: argument -e: expected one argument
```

```
5/170 Test   #7: run-tox-mgr-ansible .........................***Failed   0.18 sec
[...]
tox: error: argument -e: expected one argument
```

```
6/170 Test   #8: run-tox-mgr-orchestrator_cli ...............***Failed   0.20 sec
```
[--workdir PATH]
[args [args ...]]

tox: error: argument -e: expected one argument

Thanks to Kyr Shatskyy for bringing this bug to my attention.

Related issues:
Related to Dashboard - Bug #39579: mgr/dashboard: Fix run-tox script to accept...
Resolved
Copied to mgr - Backport #39530: nautilus: tox failures when running "make ch...
Resolved

History

#1 - 04/16/2019 03:50 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review

#2 - 04/16/2019 04:11 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Pull request ID set to 27614

#3 - 04/16/2019 04:12 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Description updated

#4 - 04/30/2019 08:13 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#5 - 04/30/2019 08:28 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #39530: nautilus: tox failures when running "make check" added

#6 - 05/03/2019 11:03 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Related to Bug #39579: mgr/dashboard: Fix run-tox script to accept cli arguments again added

#7 - 06/01/2019 10:38 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved